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Abstract: Dermal sheep collagen (DSC), which was
crosslinked with 1,4-butanediol diglycidyl ether (BD) by us-
ing four different conditions, was characterized and its bio-
compatibility was evaluated after subcutaneous implanta-
tion in rats. Crosslinking at pH 9.0 (BD90) or with successive
epoxy and carbodiimide steps (BD45EN) resulted in a large
increase in the shrinkage temperature (Ts) in combination
with a clear reduction in amines. Crosslinking at pH 4.5
(BD45) increased the Ts of the material but hardly reduced
the number of amines. Acylation (BD45HAc) showed the
largest reduction in amines in combination with the lowest
Ts. An evaluation of the implants showed that BD45, BD90,
and BD45EN were biocompatible. A high influx of polymor-
phonuclear cells and macrophages was observed for
BD45HAc, but this subsided at day 5. At week 6 the BD45

had completely degraded and BD45HAc was remarkably
reduced in size, while BD45EN showed a clear size reduc-
tion of the outer DSC bundles; BD90 showed none of these
features. This agreed with the observed degree of macro-
phage accumulation and giant cell formation. None of the
materials calcified. For the purpose of soft tissue replace-
ment, BD90 was defined as the material of choice because it
combined biocompatibility, low cellular ingrowth, low bio-
degradation, and the absence of calcification with fibroblast
ingrowth and new collagen formation. © 1999 John Wiley &
Sons, Inc. J Biomed Mater Res, 47, 270–277, 1999.
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INTRODUCTION

Collagen-based materials have been utilized in a va-
riety of human clinical applications such as wound
dressings, vascular grafts, and aortic heart valves.1–3

Crosslinking of an implant is necessary to reduce deg-
radation and antigenicity.1,4 The most widely applied
crosslinking agent is glutaraldehyde (GA),4,5 which re-
sults in very stable materials. However, GA-treated
materials show high cytotoxicity.6 Furthermore, the
durability of applications such as in heart valve bio-
prostheses is markedly reduced by the occurrence of
calcification.5,7,8 In spite of the unknown mechanisms
behind collagen calcification, it is generally believed
that crosslinking is one of the determinants.8,9 There-
fore, alternative crosslinking methods have been de-
veloped.

Our group used dermal sheep collagen (DSC) as a

model tissue to study the relation between the
crosslink method and its biocompatibility. GA
crosslinking was optimized.10 The DSC was further
crosslinked with a carbodiimide.11 Evaluations of the
biocompatibility were performed after subcutaneous
implantation in rats.12 Optimization of the GA
crosslinking reduced the cytotoxicity, but a severe
amount of calcification was observed.12,13 Carbodi-
imide crosslinking, which is 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethyl
aminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) in combination
with N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), resulted in a very
stable material that exhibited no cytotoxicity. Moder-
ate calcification was observed at 6 weeks but not at
later time periods after implantation. This EDC- and
NHS-crosslinked DSC is a promising biomaterial be-
cause it enables collagen formation and functions as a
guidance for muscle overgrowth.12–14 These results
proved that the crosslinking method is an important
factor in determining the biocompatibility of a mate-
rial.

Because epoxy-crosslinked collagen showed a large
reduction in calcification compared to GA-crosslinked
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materials,15,16 the use of 1,4-butanediol diglycidyl
ether (BD) was investigated.17 The resistance to enzy-
matic degradation of BD-crosslinked DSC at pH 9.0
(BD90) was excellent, but a stiff and rigid material was
obtained that exhibited a low elongation at break. On
the other hand, crosslinking of DSC at pH 4.5 (BD45)
yielded a material with a much higher tensile strength
and elongation at break and with a soft and pliable
structure. However, the in vitro stability was rather
poor. To retain the mechanical properties of BD45 but
to improve its stability, a successive epoxy and carbo-
diimide (BD45EN)-crosslink method was developed,
which resulted in a material with high enzymatic re-
sistance.18 In addition, amine groups of BD45 were
acylated (BD45HAc) to study the effect of the residual
amine groups on the biocompatibility and calcifica-
tion.

In the present study, epoxy-crosslinked DSCs
(BD45, BD90, BD45HAc, and BD45EN) were charac-
terized and implanted in rats to study their effects on
biocompatibility.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of noncrosslinked DSC

The DSC was obtained as noncrosslinked DSC (N-DSC)
from the Zuid-Nederlandse Zeemlederfabriek (Oosterhout,
The Netherlands). In brief, the skin was depilated and im-
mersed in a lime and sodium sulfide solution to remove the
epidermis.19 Noncollagenous substances were removed us-
ing proteolytic enzymes whereafter the skin was split to
obtain the dermal layer. The remaining fibrous collagen net-
work was washed 4 times with water, 2 times with acetone,
and 2 times with deionized water before lyophilization,
yielding N-DSC.10

Crosslinking

About 2 g of N-DSC was immersed in 100 mL of a buff-
ered solution containing 8 g (4 wt %) of BD (Fluka, Buchs,
Switzerland). The solution was buffered either with 0.05M
2-[N-morpholino]ethanesulfonic acid (MES; Merck, Darm-
stadt, Germany) at pH 4.5 or with 0.025M disodium tetra-
borate decahydrate (Na2B4O7 ? 10 H2O z. A.; Merck, Darm-
stadt, Germany) at pH 9.0. Crosslinking was performed at
room temperature for 7 days. After crosslinking, the samples
were rinsed with tap water and extensively washed with
deionized water before lyophilization that yielded BD45 and
BD90.

Samples crosslinked at pH 4.5 were also treated with ei-
ther acetic acid NHS ester (HAc-NHS, procedure A) or with
EDC and NHS (procedure B).

Procedure A

Amine groups were acylated by reaction with HAc-NHS
(Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis, MO). The crosslinked sample
was immersed in a buffered solution (0.05M MES, pH 6.8)
containing 2.70 g of HAc-NHS (25-fold molar excess with
respect to the initial amine groups present in the collagen).
After one night of reaction at room temperature the sheet
was washed with deionized water before lyophilization that
yielded BD45HAc.

Procedure B

A second crosslinking step was done by immersing a col-
lagen sample in a buffered solution (0.05M MES, pH 5.5)
containing 2.30 g of EDC HCl (EDC z. S., Merck–Suchardt,
Hohenbrunn, Germany) and 0.56 g of NHS (z. S., Merck–
Suchardt). A 5:2:1 molar ratio of EDC to NHS to the initial
carboxylic groups present in the collagen [=120 (n/1000)],
assuming that all asparagine and glutamine residues were
deamidated during the lime-sodium treatment, was used.11

After crosslinking for 2 h at room temperature, the sample
was washed with 0.1M NaH2PO4 for 2 h and with deionized
water before lyophilization that resulted in BD45EN.

Characterization

The degree of crosslinking of the DSC samples was related
to the increase in shrinkage temperature (Ts). The Ts was
measured using differential scanning calorimetry. The peak
of the transition endotherm was referred to as the Ts. The
amine group content of the (non)crosslinked samples was
determined spectrophotometrically after reaction with 2,4,6-
trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid (Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland)
and is expressed as the number of amine groups per 1000
amino acids (n/1000).10

Sterilization

BD45, BD90, BD45HAc, and BD45EN were punched into
8-mm diameter disks and sterilized by ethylene oxide
(EO).20 Lyophilized collagen samples were exposed to a
100% EO atmosphere at a relative humidity of 70% for 5 h at
55°C. Subsequently, the samples were aerated with a warm
air flow at atmospheric pressures for at least 48 h to remove
residual EO.

Implantation

The 1985 revised (85-23) National Institutes of Health
Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals were
observed. Male albino Oxford rats (approximately 3 months
of age) were used. Subcutaneous pockets were made to the
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right and left of two midline incisions on the back. Disks
were implanted in the pockets at a distance of about 1 cm
from the incisions. The implants with surrounding tissue
were carefully dissected from the subcutaneous site at 1, 2, 5,
or 10 days and 3 or 6 weeks.

Microscopy

The implants were immediately immersion fixed in 2%
(v/v) GA in 0.1 mol PBS (pH 7.4). After at least 24 h of
fixation at 4°C, specimens were cut into small blocks. The
blocks were postfixed in 1% OsO4 and 1.5% K4Fe(CN)6 in
PBS, dehydrated in graded alcohols, and embedded in Epon
812. The 1-mm sections for light microscopic evaluations
were stained with toluidine blue. To evaluate possible cal-
cification, von Kossa staining was used with specimens from
day 10, week 3, and week 6.

RESULTS

Characterization

The Ts and the amine group content of the epoxy
crosslinked materials before and after EO sterilization
were determined (Table I). An increase in Ts and a
reduction of amine groups indicated that crosslinking
had occurred. Crosslinking at pH 9.0 resulted in a Ts of
73°C, while the amine group content was decreased
from 32 to 14 (n/1000). On the contrary, reaction at pH
4.5 hardly reduced the amine group content. Acyla-
tion (BD45HAc) was successful as indicated by a re-
duction in amine groups from 28 to 15 (n/1000). The
Ts was only slightly affected. BD45EN revealed the
highest Ts (80°C) in combination with 19 (n/1000)
amine groups.

The materials were sterilized with EO prior to im-
plantation. Sterilization generally resulted in a small

decrease in the amine groups and shrinkage tempera-
ture. The N-DSC showed the largest drop in Ts,
whereas the Ts of the crosslinked samples was re-
duced by 1–2°C. On the contrary, the amount of amine
groups of N-DSC had only decreased by four per 1000
amino acid residues, while the content of amines was
reduced by six–nine (n/1000) in the crosslinked mate-
rials.

Biocompatibility

At implantation the BD-crosslinked materials dif-
fered in that BD90 had a stiff and rigid structure with
a white color, while BD45 and BD45EN were both soft
and pliable materials with a yellowish color.
BD45HAc also had a yellowish hue, but its structure
was neither as rigid nor as soft.

Because the morphologies of nonimplanted speci-
mens did not differ from the specimens after 1 day,
photographs of the day-1 implants are shown (Fig. 1).
DSC samples consisted primarily of a matrix of colla-
gen bundles. Some remnants of blood vessels, mainly
elastin, were observed as white (i.e., nonstained with
toluidine blue) plaques. BD45 [Fig. 1(a)] showed an
alternation of sectioned collagen bundles with spaces.
With BD90 [Fig. (1b)] the collagen bundles looked
more like a dark-stained network. With BD45HAc the
collagen bundles were positioned nearer to each other,
although the impression of a network (as with BD90)
was not obtained. BD45EN looked like a collection of
larger collagen bundles with spaces inside.

At day 1 after implantation each of the materials
was surrounded by a similar thin fragile capsule. With
BD45 [Fig. 1(a)] more macrophages (M[) and poly-
morphonuclear cells (PMNs) infiltrated than with
BD90 [Fig. 1(b)], which was almost empty, and with
BD45EN [Fig. 1(d)], which had obvious fibrin net-
works. At the edges of BD45 some accumulations of
mainly M[ were most pronounced. In contrast, much
more cellular activation was observed with BD45HAc
[Fig. 1(c)]. Many PMN and M[ were present in the
thick capsule and in the outer edge of the material.
Fibrin formation was widespread.

At day 2 after implantation BD45 and BD45EN both
showed little infiltration of M[ and PMN; the M[
accumulation resulted in the concomitant onset of gi-
ant cell formation at the edges, while the onset of en-
capsulation by fibroblasts was also observed. BD90
[Fig. 2(a)] was now surrounded by a loose capsule that
contained PMN and M[ but not yet fibroblast orga-
nization. Fibrin networks were obvious inside the ma-
terial. Limited infiltration of PMN and M[ was ob-
served in deeper areas, while small M[ accumula-
tions were present at the outer edges. The capsule
around the BD45HAc looked somewhat thicker than

TABLE I
Shrinkage Temperature and Content of Amine Groups

of (Non)crosslinked Materials before and after Ethylene
(EO) Sterilization

Sample
Shrinkage
Temp. (°C)

Amine Groups
(n/1000)

N-DSC 47.2 ± 0.8 32.0 ± 1.0
After EO 41.7 ± 0.5 28.4 ± 0.5
BD45 68.8 ± 0.4 28.4 ± 1.2
After EO 67.0 ± 0.3 19.9 ± 0.9
BD90 72.5 ± 0.1 13.8 ± 0.5
After EO 71.0 ± 0.5 7.3 ± 0.4
BD45HAc 65.6 ± 0.2 14.9 ± 0.6
After EO 66.0 ± 1.0 10.5 ± 0.4
BD45EN 79.6 ± 0.5 19.2 ± 1.1
After EO 77.4 ± 0.6 14.2 ± 0.4
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with the other materials. Microscopically, this was
confirmed by the presence of a lot of fibrin in the loose
connective tissue, high migrative activity in the cap-
sule, and thick accumulations with fibrin-embedded
(degenerating) PMN and M[ in the edges of the ma-
terial [Fig. 2(b)]. Intra- and extracellular lipid droplets
were observed both in the capsule and inside the ma-
terial. Only the most central area of the disk showed
no cellular infiltration. Some former (DSC) blood ves-
sels were obvious as white plaques [Fig. 2(b)]. At day
5 after implantation ongoing giant cell and capsule
formations usually occur. With BD90 and BD45HAc
giant cell formation had started. The giant cell layer
and capsule of BD45 [Fig. 3(a)] were thicker than with
BD90 and BD45EN. At this time point the BD90
showed some ingrowth of a few M[ and fibroblasts
along with a fibrin network. Remnants of the previous
high cellular infiltration in BD45HAc were recognized
from only one small site with a concentration of M[

with high fatty degeneration [Fig. 3(b)]. The capsule
was thick and active and still showed PMN migration;
it also contained a lot of fibrin and collagen.

At day 10 after implantation ingrown layers with
primarily giant cells looked similar in each material
[e.g., shown with BD45EN, Fig. 4(a)]. The BD90, which
was still largely empty, showed some ingrowth of fi-
broblasts and concomitant collagen formation. At day
10 the blood vessels with BD45HAc that had been
obvious by eye were also found with a microscope.
Furthermore, a dispersed fibroblast ingrowth was
found.

At week 3 the BD45 seemed smaller. The size of the
ingrown layer had proceeded with each material but
was the least with BD90. The BD90 showed the least
signs of phagocytosis, but fibroblasts and new colla-
gen formation were quite obvious. Each implant was
surrounded by a small fibrous capsule. With the BD45
a thick edge, which had mainly giant cells and fibrous

Figure 1. Materials at day 1 after implantation. Original magnification ×100. (a) BD45: the collection of dermal sheep
collagen (DSC) bundles show differences in bundle size and direction with a relatively large amount of space in between. At
the left-hand side the capsule (C) is present; from here migration of M[ and PMN occurred. Most pronounced are some
accumulations of M[ around the outer DSC bundles (arrows). The artifact (A) is an example of a site with a fold in the section;
these were usually out of focus and are present in most photographs. (b) BD90: the collection of DSC bundles seems to be
more of a network, leaving less space. The capsule (C) at the left-hand side was hardly activated, showing only limited cellular
infiltration. (c) BD45HAc: the DSC bundles are generally closer together but do not show a network as with BD90. This
material shows the most activated capsule (C) with the highest number of M[ and PMN and widespread fibrin formation.
Less evidence of M[ accumulation than with BD45 is observed. (d) BD45EN: this material looks similar to BD45, but most
DSC bundles show cracks inside the bundles (see arrows); furthermore, differences in staining intensity are obvious. A fine
fibrin (F) network is present in between the bundles. Capsule (C) activation and cellular infiltration is in between those
observed with BD45 and BD90.
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tissue (fibroblasts and collagen) in between, was pres-
ent inside the material. Confirming the macroscopic
observation, the disk had clearly been reduced in size.
Larger giant cells, clearly with enclosed DSC parts,
were localized in deeper areas while the smaller giant
cells [Fig. 4(b)] at the interface contained many lipid
droplets. The central area looked empty apart from
disperse fibroblasts and M[. Similar to BD45, the size
of BD45HAc was reduced. The giant cell layer was
relatively large, showing a clear reduction in the pres-
ence of DSC bundles. Although not observed macro-
scopically, a size reduction also appeared to occur
with BD45EN, because there was a thick layer of giant
cells with a clear size reduction of DSC bundles and an
empty central part.

At week 6 after implantation the ongoing degrada-
tion process with BD45 resulted in explantation of an
encapsulated small brown spot, which showed only a

concentration of rat collagen, blood vessels, some mast
cells, and external fat. With BD90 [Fig. 4(c)] the giant
cell layer and fibrous tissue had now clearly grown,
although it did not show many signs of degradation.
The disk still seemed to have its original size with an
empty central area.

The BD45HAc had been clearly degraded; it was
completely occupied by giant cell formations alternat-
ing with thin rat collagen bundles. In the outer edge at
one site smaller giant cells, probably even M[, were
completely occupied by lipid droplets [Fig. 4(d)]. The
BD45EN still had its original size and was thinly en-
capsulated. The material was completely occupied
with giant cells, which had clearly reduced the size of
the DSC bundles, especially at the outer edges.

All samples proved to be negative with Von Kossa
staining, indicating that at no time had calcification
occurred.

Figure 3. Materials at day 5 after implantation. (a) Original magnification ×200. BD45 shows a complete layer of giant (G)
cells at the interface, while the large central part is more or less empty. P, white plaque; V, blood vessel in the capsule. (b)
Original magnification ×400. BD45HAc contained one site with a concentration of M[ with many intracellular lipid droplets
(arrows) and degenerating cells present in fibrin (F) networks in between the DSC bundles (B).

Figure 2. Materials at day 2 after implantation. Original magnification ×100. (a) BD90: cellular infiltration occurred the least
in this material; in fact, apart from small M[ accumulations, fibrin (F) networks are the most obvious. C, capsule. (b)
BD45HAc: this material is clearly the most reactive, which is especially obvious from the thick cellular accumulations in
between the DSC bundles at the edges. White plaques (P) represent remnants of former blood vessels. The capsule (C) also
shows high activation with a lighter stained area with fibrin and left of that more cells and some large blood vessels (V).
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DISCUSSION

This study deals with BD epoxy crosslinking of
DSC. Prior to implantation, BD-crosslinked DSCs
were characterized for crosslink chemistry, shrinkage
temperature, number of amine groups, in vitro degra-
dation, and macroscopic characteristics. The more
rigid feeling with BD90 (pH 9.0) seems to be related to
the crosslinks between the amine groups of (hydroxy)
lysine and the occurrence of crimp. This agrees with
reported planar shrinkage of pericardial tissue after
crosslinking with poly epoxy compounds21 and
GA.21,22 In contrast, the materials that were cross-
linked at pH 4.5 had a pliable and soft structure. The
macroscopy of BD45HAc with collagen bundles
nearer to each other agrees the most with those de-
scribed previously with hexamethylene diisocyanate
(HMDIC)-crosslinked DSC.23 With each of the materi-
als the EO sterilization decreased the content of the
amine groups, but it was less dramatic than observed
previously.20 EO molecules are able to react with the

amine groups under formation of an N-2-hydroxy-
ethyl group. This lower masking of amine groups is
rather unclear. A reduction in Ts was obtained, espe-
cially in N-DSC, which indicates that masking of an
amine group resulted in a partial distortion of the
triple-helix conformation.20,24,25

Evaluation of the implants showed that BD45, BD90,
and BD45EN were biocompatible in the sense of non-
cytotoxicity. BD45HAc was the exception, judging
particularly from the more intense tissue reaction at
day 2, although this early cytotoxic reaction had al-
ready subsided at day 5. These results agree with the
in vitro cytotoxicity tests26 in which BD45HAc showed
the highest early cell growth inhibition (unpublished
results) but a reasonable cell growth and morphology
after 1 week. It is anticipated that an improved rinsing
method will reduce the observed cytotoxicity.

The rates of biodegradation were different. At week
6 the BD45 was not retrieved, BD45HAc was remark-
ably reduced in size, and BD45EN still had its original
size but showed a clear reduction of the outer DSC

Figure 4. (a) Original magnification ×100. BD45EN at day 10. The giant (G) cell layers at the interface of the DSC bundles
inside the giant cells are clearly smaller. Both intra- and extracellular fat is present. Otherwise, the material looks rather
empty. It is surrounded by a small fibroblast-oriented capsule (C). (b) Original magnification ×200. BD45 at week 3 is size
reduced. Larger giant (G) cells enclosing the DSC parts are observed at a deeper site, while smaller (S) giant cells with lipid
droplets are present next to the fibrous capsule (C). Blood vessels (V) and capillaries are growing inside. (c) Original
magnification ×200. BD90 at week 6. DSC bundles are always surrounded by a giant cell, but the lighter stained areas
represent clear fibroblast (F) ingrowth and new (N) collagen formation. (d) Original magnification ×400. BD45HAc at week
6 shows (similar to BD45 at week 3) size reduction and larger giant (G) cells in deeper areas and smaller (S) giant cells at the
fibrous capsule. The smaller cells especially are filled with lipid droplets and DSC remnants.
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bundles. BD90 hardly showed signs of degradation.
This in part agreed with the previous in vitro results,
which had shown considerable rates of degradation
with BD45 and BD45HAc and the extreme stability of
BD90 and BD45EN.18 The low stability of BD45 and
BD45HAc can be explained by a low crosslinking den-
sity. Furthermore, the ester containing crosslinks be-
tween the carboxylic acid groups of aspartic and glu-
tamic acid, which were mainly present in BD45 and
BD45HAc,17 can be hydrolyzed by enzymes. This may
be related to M[ accumulation and giant cell forma-
tion already starting at day 1 and onward. Cell inter-
actions at week 3 with BD45 can be interpreted by
either assuming that the small lipid-filled M[ and
giant cells near the fibrous capsule are fresh cells
phagocytosing degenerating giant cells or assuming
that they have differentiated from these large cells,
such as was observed in deeper areas enclosing the
DSC parts. The fate of the small giant cells is un-
known; it may be that they migrate from the interface
with a possible drainage toward lymph nodes or are
phagocytosed by fresh cells. The presence of much
intracellular lipid may be a normal phenomenon in
the degradation process during ongoing digestion.

In contrast, the amide bonds created by EDC-NHS
crosslinking and secondary amines introduced by BD
crosslinking at pH 9.0 delayed degradation. This was
probably due to a high crosslinking density and the
presence of bonds that cannot be cleaved by the en-
zymes. BD90 was the most difficult to degrade; it
showed a delay of at least 1 day in M[ accumulation
[compare, e.g., Fig. 2(a) with Fig. 1(a)], and also giant
cell formation and ingrowth were slow and not at all
completed at week 6. BD45HAc showed a delay in
degradation of less than 3 weeks, because the size and
morphologies at week 6 were similar to those of BD45
at week 3. These results represent a uncomprehended
contradiction to the in vitro experiments that revealed
a decrease in the stability of BD45HAc,18 even more so
because of the observed high cellular infiltration with
the expected high enzyme release early after implan-
tation.

Crosslinking with epoxy compounds was reported
previously.24,27 Contradictory results were reported
on the use of epoxide-based crosslinkers and their ef-
fects on the stability and calcification of aortic heart
valves. Myers28 showed that ethylene glycol diglyc-
idyl ether crosslinked valves implanted in 3-week-old
Sprague–Dawley rats did not result in considerably
lower calcium levels than GA-fixed controls. On the
contrary, with a similar model, Imamura et al.16 re-
ported that several poly epoxy compounds resulted in
a marked reduction. The latter finding corresponds
with the present study in which none of the materials
was found to calcify. Previously, using the same ani-
mal model, DSC crosslinked with GA resulted in in-
tense calcification,10,12 while crosslinking of DSC with

EDC and NHS resulted in moderate calcification at
week 6.12 This suggested that there is a relationship
between the crosslinking chemistry and the rate of
calcification. Our study revealed that neither the
crosslinking density (e.g., different values of Ts and in
vitro stability) nor the crosslinking chemistry (type of
crosslinks) had an affect on the rate of calcification.
However, all these experiments were performed with
adult animals, not with the more sensitive model of
the weanling rat. The use of weanling rats may be
more representative of the higher rate of calcification
of heart valve bioprostheses in children and adoles-
cents than in adults.29 Another consideration that
must be taken into account is that DSC does not con-
tain any noncollagenous components.10,19 Because
some reports claim that cellular components, in par-
ticular, initiate calcification,30,31 it is clear that further
studies on this part are needed.

Depending on the choice of application, these ma-
terials may be used for different purposes. Taking into
account that DSC was used more as a model material,
the BD45, BD90, and BD45EN are biocompatible
crosslinking procedures. Furthermore, BD90 cross-
linking of DSC resulted in the only material showing
good matrix function (i.e., new collagen formation).
This property may be of importance for certain appli-
cations. For use as crosslinking agent (for, e.g., heart
valve bioprostheses) the noncytotoxicity, delayed deg-
radation, and the absence of calcification are impor-
tant. For the application as a soft tissue replacement
material, the ability of tissue reconstruction (i.e., of
collagen new formation) is a prerequisite. Therefore,
BD90 crosslinking of DSC, which combined these
characteristics in an optimal way, is defined as the
crosslinking method of choice.
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